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Abstract 17 
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the possible use of four “FSA” thin and flexible resistive pressure 18 
mapping systems, designed by Vista Medical (Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada), for the measurement of 19 
interface pressure exerted by lumbar belts onto the trunk. These sensors were originally designed for the 20 
measurement of low pressure applied by medical devices on the skin.  21 
Two types of tests were performed: standard metrology tests such as linearity, hysteresis, repeatability, 22 
reproducibility and drift, and specific tests for this application such as curvature, surface condition and 23 
mapping system superposition. 24 
The linear regression coefficient is between 0.86 and 0.98; hysteresis is between 6.29% and 9.41%. 25 
Measurements are repeatable. The location, time and operator, measurement surface condition and 26 
mapping system superposition have a statistically significant influence on the results. A stable measure is 27 
verified over the period defined in the calibration procedure, but unacceptable drift is observed afterward. 28 
The measurement stays suitable on a curved surface for an applied pressure above 50mmHg. 29 
To conclude, the sensor has acceptable linearity, hysteresis and repeatability. Calibration must be adapted 30 
to avoid drift. Moreover, when comparing different measurements with this sensor the location, the time, 31 
the operator and the measurement surface condition should not change; the mapping system must not be 32 
superimposed.  33 
 34 
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Introduction 38 
Low back pain is a major public health problem in developed countries. In France, prevalence of low 39 
back pain is higher than 50% [1]. Because of health care costs and sick leave [1-2], low back pain has 40 
adverse consequences on both the social and economic level. Many treatments have been proposed. 41 
However, no guidelines are proposed to practitioners, particularly for chronicle evolution. Treatment 42 
propositions and success depend on the patient comportment, on the aetiology and/or mechanical causes 43 
of low back pain, on the evolution along the time and also on the physician's opinions. Lumbar belts are 44 
frequently proposed to treat low back pain. Several clinical trials have shown their clinical effectiveness 45 
[3-4]. Nevertheless, both the mechanical and the physiological effects of lumbar belts remain unclear.  46 
It is assumed that the main mechanical effect of lumbar belts is the pressure applied on the trunk; 47 
therefore it has been decided to investigate experimentally this pressure. In the medical field, pressure 48 
measurement is already used to evaluate devices employed to prevent bedsores [5-11], to measure the 49 
interface pressure of compression stockings, compression bandages [12-18] and rigid orthosis [19-20]. 50 
Using pressure measurement to mechanically characterize lumbar belts can be considered as new 51 
approach.   52 
Four types of interface pressure sensors exist: pneumatic (Example: PicoPress©, St Neots 53 
Cambridgeshire, United Kingdom), electro-pneumatic (Example: Salzmann©, St. Gallen, Switzerland), 54 
resistive (Example: Tekscan©, Boston MA, USA) or capacitive (Example: X-Sensor©, Calgary Alberta, 55 
Canada or Novel©, Munich Germany) sensors. Resistive or capacitive sensors may be assembled into a 56 
structure that enables the pressure to be measured at several points simultaneously; this structure is often 57 
called a pressure mapping system. 58 
In this study, four identical FSA© pressure mapping systems were chosen and purchased (Vista Medical©, 59 
Winnipeg Manitoba, Canada). They are composed of resistive sensors, based on the piezoresistive 60 
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properties of some materials. The resistivity of piezoresistive materials varies according to the forces 61 
exerted on this material. Resistivity is proportional to the electrical resistance which is converted into 62 
voltage. After calibration, measurement of voltage enables the interface pressure to be measured [21]. 63 
These pressure mapping systems were chosen because they are thin and compliant, free from error of 64 
measurement on curved surfaces, sensitive in detecting a range of pressure as low as 0-100mmHg (0-65 
13.3kPa),  in accordance to in-vivo studies (free from temperature or moisture effects, dynamic range ≥10 66 
Hz ) and give indications of pressure gradients in a context of spatial variations of support stiffness and 67 
shape [22-24]. Compared to the capacitive sensors, resistive sensors have a lower drift and are less 68 
expensive [25-26].  69 
 70 
Aim of this study is to evaluate these four identical  pressure mapping systems, particularly in challenging 71 
applications such as lumbar belts. This evaluation is performed by two types of tests: 72 
- classical tests of metrology such as linearity, hysteresis, repeatability, reproducibility and 73 
drift,  74 
- specific test for the application developed in this study, such as curvature, surface condition 75 
and mapping system superposition. 76 
The goal of classical tests is to determine the proper functioning of sensors in their general use. The goal 77 
of specific tests is to characterize the pressure sensors in case of interface pressure measurement between 78 
the trunk and the lumbar belt. Actually, in this specific type of measurement, surfaces are soft and curved. 79 
Moreover, the four pressure mapping systems may be partially superimposed during the measurement.  80 
 81 
 82 
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Methods 83 
The FSA pressure mapping systems 84 
Four mapping systems are needed to measure the interface pressure all around the trunk. In this study, the 85 
mapping systems will be tested all together and no comparison between them will be done. Pressure 86 
mapping systems are composed of 12 by 32 piezoresistive sensors. Each sensor is a square with sides 87 
measuring 7.9mm, separated by 4.2mm. The active area is 382 by 142mm. The total size of the mapping 88 
system is 482 by 242mm. Sensor calibration is performed with the pressure range from 0 to 100mmHg. 89 
During calibration, 50mmHg is measured for 60 seconds to compensate the drift effect. The FSA pressure 90 
mapping system is illustrated in Figure 1. The pressure mapping systems are denoted below A, B, C and 91 
D. 92 
 93 
Classical tests of metrology [27] 94 
Linearity test. For the linearity test, seven cylindrical steel weights were designed to apply pressure 95 
between 6 and 96mmHg on one sensor. Weights were randomly applied in sensors 1, 2 and 3 (see Figure 96 
1). Thirty measurements were carried out for each sensor. The linear regression coefficient R² between 97 
applied and measured pressures, the dispersion and the standard deviation sp were calculated. The linear 98 
regression coefficient R² is defined by the following formula: 99 
 = (,
)()(
)         (1) 100 
with P, the measured pressure value in mmHg and Pi, the applied pressure value in mmHg. 101 
The dispersion is defined as the difference between the maximum and the minimum pressure measured 102 
for each applied pressure. The standard deviation sp of the measured pressure is defined by the following 103 
formula:  104 
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with n, the size of the measured sample and P, the measured pressure value for each applied pressure in 106 
mmHg. 107 
Hysteresis test. Two types of hysteresis tests were performed: an hysteresis test in only one sensor and an 108 
hysteresis test in all sensors at the same time of the mapping system.  109 
For the first test, the same weights as for the linearity test, were increasingly and decreasingly applied on 110 
eight sensors. The position of these sensors is represented in Figure 1. For the second test, pressure 111 
mapping was placed on an air pocket and introduced between two wooden planks. Figure 2 illustrates this 112 
experimental device. The air pocket was inflated to apply increasing then decreasing pressure between 10 113 
and 100mmHg to the mapping system. 114 
Hysteresis is defined by the following formula: 115 
(%) = 	  !("
) #("
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 ∗ 100       (3)	116 
with xi, the discrete values of applied pressure in mmHg, ym the measured pressure value during the 117 
increasing phase corresponding to a given xi in mmHg, and yd the measured pressure value during the 118 
decreasing phase corresponding to a given xi in mmHg. 119 
Repeatability test. The repeatability of experiments was assessed by performing the first hysteresis test 120 
three times. Repetitions were compared by statistical analysis as explained in paragraph 2.4. 121 
Reproducibility test. The reproducibility of time, location and operators was tested. The first hysteresis 122 
test was performed in two different rooms, by two different operators and at two different times separated 123 
by two months.  124 
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A specific design of experiments was used to evaluation reproducibility (Table 1). In this design of 125 
experiments, there are four independent factors: location, time, operators and weight applied to the 126 
mapping system. The interactions between each factor are considered. The selected design of experiments 127 
is factorial and follows this polynomial model: 128 
 = 	∑ ( ) + ∑ (++ ))+          (4) 129 
with P, the measured pressure (mmHg), βi or βij, the polynomial coefficients and xi or xj, the input factor 130 
of the design of experiments. 131 
Drift test. To determine if the pressure recorded changes over time,  four weights corresponding to 26, 40, 132 
52 and 80mmHg applied pressure were left on 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 sensors (see Figure 1) for a duration 133 
higher than that of the calibration to drift (30 minutes).  134 
For each case, the range of stored drift, as defined by the minimum and maximum pressures measured 135 
during the testing, was determined. The relative pressure variation was expressed by the following 136 
formula: 137 
∆ = |#.|.            (5) 138 
with ∆  the relative pressure variation, /the measured pressure and the applied pressure. 139 
Tests specific to the application 140 
Curvature test. An experimental setup was developed to characterize the impact of measurement on 141 
curved surfaces. This experimental setup consists in a support on which it is possible to place cylinders of 142 
different radii. Radii used in this study were 60, 80, 100 and 125mm. Pressure mapping systems were 143 
placed on the cylinder. Pressure was applied on one single line of sensors using a 15mm band, at the end 144 
of which weights were hung on. This experimental setup is illustrated in Figure 3. Three lines were tested 145 
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for one mapping system. As results were similar for these three lines, just one line was tested for the other 146 
three pressure mapping systems. Six or seven different pressures were applied per cylinder, per line and 147 
per pressure mapping system.  148 
For each applied pressure, cylinder and pressure mapping system, normalized pressure was calculated 149 
according to the following formula: 150 
 = #.            (6) 151 
with the normalized pressure, / the measured pressure and the applied pressure. 152 
Surface condition test. The possible application of this system is to measure the interface pressure applied 153 
by lumbar belts. Usually these belts are worn over garments (tee shirt, shirts, etc.). The surface condition 154 
of the measured zone is important. Two different surface conditions have been tested. Evaluation of the 155 
effect of the surface condition was done in two stages. 156 
Firstly, a hysteresis test was performed with only one sensor and seven different medical fabrics placed 157 
between the table and the mapping system. For two of the tested fabrics, the pressure decrease was more 158 
than 50%. Therefore, these two fabrics were not considered for the statistical analysis. For the other five 159 
fabrics, two statistical analyses were performed. The first one was used to compare results with and 160 
without fabric between the pressure mapping system and the table. The second one was used to determine 161 
if results are different depending on fabrics inserted between the table and the pressure mapping system.  162 
Secondly, the hysteresis test was conducted with only one sensor with weights surrounded by silicone and 163 
with froth positioned between the table and the mapping system. Statistical analysis was done to 164 
determine if there are statistical significant differences between results for this test and for the first test of 165 
hysteresis (test in one sensor). The linear regression coefficient was calculated thanks to equation 1. 166 
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Mapping system superposition test. To determine the impact of two superimposed pressure mapping 167 
systems on the results, the first hysteresis test (test in one sensor) was performed in three sensors stacking 168 
two mapping systems.  169 
Statistical analysis was performed to determine if there are statistical significant differences between 170 
results for the pressure mapping system “from above” and the pressure mapping system “from the 171 
bottom”. Absolute differences between measured pressures with or without superposition were calculated 172 
for each pressure mapping system. 173 
Statistical analysis 174 
Statistical analysis was used to determine differences between two or more than two distributions. 175 
Depending on the number of data sets to compare, two types of statistical approach were used. A Jarque-176 
Bera test was used to check whether or not data matched normal distribution.  177 
To compare two sets of data, a Student t-test was used if they were distributed following a normal 178 
distribution, and a Wilcoxon signed ranks if not. The statistical analysis of two distributions was used for 179 
mapping system superposition and surface condition tests. Student t-test was also used for the linearity 180 
test to determine if the linear regression curve’s slope is zero. 181 
To compare more than two sets of data, an ANOVA was used if they were all distributed following a 182 
normal distribution, and a Kruskal-Wallis test if not. If needed, the post-hoc test of Tukey was used to 183 
find which of the data sets were different. The statistical analysis of more than two distributions was used 184 
for repeatability and surface condition tests.  185 
All the statistical tests were performed with a risk α to be equal or smaller than 5%. 186 
Results 187 
Classical tests of metrology 188 
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Linearity. Linear regression coefficients and p-value of the Student’s test on slope=0 are given in Table 2. 189 
The results are illustrated for one sensor of one mapping system in Figure 4. The linear regression 190 
coefficient R2 is between 0.86 and 0.98 depending on the sensor and the mapping system. The maximum 191 
dispersion and the maximum standard deviation to the measured pressure are 18.9 and 9.60mmHg 192 
respectively. Table 3 shows the results of maximum dispersion and maximum standard deviation for 193 
sensors with the best and the worst linearity. 194 
Hysteresis. All results are given in Table 4. For the first test of hysteresis (test in only one sensor), 195 
hysteresis is between 0.228% and 27.9%. An example of results for the second hysteresis test (test in all 196 
sensors of a pressure mapping system) is given in Figure 5. For this test of hysteresis, the hysteresis is 197 
between 6.29% and 9.41%. All results are given in Table 5. 198 
Repeatability. The Kruskal-Wallis test shows no difference (p-value = 0.88). Measurements are 199 
repeatable. 200 
Reproducibility. Table 6 indicates the polynomial coefficient of the experimental design model and 201 
probability that the factor xi has at least a 95% chance of not significantly affecting the response to 202 
pressure of the sensors. xi can be time, space, operators, weight or interactions factors. The biggest 203 
polynomial coefficient corresponds to the weight influence and the smaller corresponds to the time 204 
influence. Location, weight, time coupling with operators and time coupling with location have statistical 205 
influence to the measured pressure.  206 
Drift. No significant drift was observable during the first 60 seconds, i.e. the calibration time for drift. 207 
After that period, three types of drift are obtained: measured pressure increases during the first few 208 
minutes and becomes stable, measured pressure decreases during the first few minutes and becomes 209 
stable and measured pressure is stable over time. Figure 6 represents these three typical results. For all 210 
sensors, measured pressure becomes stable and reaches its nominal value after 800 seconds.  211 
 212 
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Tests specific to the application 213 
Curvature. Figure 7 shows results for the mapping pressure system A. The results depend on the applied 214 
pressure. When the applied pressure is less than 50mmHg, the measured pressure is lower than the 215 
applied pressure. Nevertheless, when the applied pressure is more than 50mmHg, the difference between 216 
the applied pressure and the measured pressure is minor.  217 
Surface condition. The probabilities of there being at least a 95% chance that results with and without 218 
fabric between the pressure mapping system and the table are different for the five tested fabrics are given 219 
in Table 7. All fabrics have a statistically significant influence on the results.  220 
The Kruskal-Wallis test is significant (p-value < 0.001). The five fabrics are statistically significantly 221 
different. Only measured pressure for fabrics 1 and 2, 3 and 4, and 3 and 5 do not have a statistically 222 
significant difference.  223 
For the second surface condition test, the linear regression coefficient R2 is between 0.95 and 0.99, 224 
depending on the sensor and the mapping system. Hysteresis is between 4.2% and 15%. For the third 225 
surface condition test, the linear regression coefficient R2 is between 0.92 and 0.98. Detailed results for 226 
the second and third tests are presented in Table 8. 227 
Mapping system superposition. Mapping system superposition results consist of two distributions: 228 
measured pressure for the mapping systems “from above” and for the mapping systems “from the 229 
bottom”.  230 
Results for the test of Wilcoxon signed rank, to compare results for the mapping systems “from above” 231 
and “from the bottom”, are given in Table 9. Table 10 indicates absolute differences between measured 232 
pressures with or without superposition for each pressure mapping system. 233 
 234 
 235 
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Discussion 236 
In this study, four identical pressure mapping systems were evaluated in term of linearity, hysteresis, 237 
reproducibility and drift. Some other evaluations demonstrated the efficacy of the pressure mapping 238 
systems in the specific application of lumbar belts characterization. According to the results, pressure 239 
mapping systems are suitable for this application.  240 
We found that linearity is acceptable according to the linear regression coefficient R² which is always 241 
greater than 0.85. Pressure measured with sensors is always underestimated. The maximum deviation is 242 
15.4mmHg. The hysteresis of the pressure mapping system depends on sensors. On the whole, hysteresis 243 
is low between 6.29% and 9.41%. Measurements are repeatable. The reproducibility test shows the 244 
influence of experimental location, time and operator; the most influencing parameter is the location. 245 
According to the drift test, the value remains stable if the measuring time remains lower than the drift 246 
calibration time, but dramatically changes afterward.  247 
Thanks to our tests specific to the application, it is possible to conclude that curvature test results depend 248 
on the applied pressure. For applied pressure higher than 50mmHg, measurement is the same as on a flat 249 
surface. Nevertheless, for applied pressure less than 50mmHg, the measured pressure is lower than the 250 
applied pressure. This can be explained by the experimental device. It is supposed that the band sticks on 251 
the cylinder when the applied pressure is too low and the pressure estimation from Laplace’s law is not 252 
valid any more. Thus, no conclusions to the impact of curvature for low measured pressure can be drawn 253 
from these results.  254 
We also proved that the surface measurement has a significant influence on the measured pressure. 255 
However, there is no change in hysteresis and linearity when pressure is measured between two soft 256 
surfaces. In this case, hysteresis is between 4.2% and 15% and the linear regression coefficient is between 257 
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0.92 and 0.98. Last, the superposition of two pressure mapping systems can have a significant influence 258 
on the measurement. 259 
 260 
Comparison of the FSA pressure mapping system to the other resistive pressure mapping systems 261 
Metrological results of other sensors have been collected from the literature: Flexiforce© [22], F-Socket© 262 
[25] and F-Scan© [21] sensors from Tekscan©, Rincoe’s sensor [25] and Lück sensor [29]. Measurement 263 
error and hysteresis are summarized in Table 11. For accuracy, FSA sensor is identical (Flexiforce ©, F-264 
Socket©) or even better (Rincoe, Lück, F-Scan©) than other pressure mapping systems. For hysteresis, 265 
performances of other resistive sensors are identical (Flexiforce©) or lower (F-Socket©, Rincoe) than the 266 
FSA© sensor. Measurement is repeatable for all resistive sensors [22-23]. Other resistive sensors drift as 267 
well: Flexiforce sensors' measurements increase or decrease with time [22] [26]; Rincoe SFS and F-268 
Socket© from Tekscan© sensors' measurements increase with time [21] [25]. The increase or decrease of 269 
the measurement varies from 7.4% to 11.9% in twenty minutes [25]. According to the literature, the 270 
curvature of the measurement surface has an influence, for other resistive sensors than FSA© sensor on 271 
the measurement regardless of the pressure range. The sensitivity of the Tekscan©’s Flexiforce© sensor is 272 
modified with radius of curvature [22]. For Rincoe SFS and F-Socket© sensors from Tekscan©, accuracy 273 
decreases, drift error increases and hysteresis can increase or decrease with radius of curvature [25]. No 274 
data was found to compare the FSA© sensor with other resistive sensors in term of reproducibility, surface 275 
condition and superposition of two pressure mapping system. 276 
 277 
Comparison of the FSA pressure mapping system to the capacitive pressure mapping system 278 
It is also possible, according to data from the literature, to compare the FSA© sensors with other types of 279 
pressure mapping systems for measuring interface pressure: the X-Sensor© capacitive pressure mapping 280 
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system [21, 28, 29] and Novel© distributed sensors [23]. For linearity, the X-Sensor© is linear [28] and 281 
measures 75.1% of the applied pressure [21]. The capacitive sensor may demonstrate a worse 282 
performance than FSA©. The maximum measurement error for X-Sensor© is 65% of applied pressure or 283 
27mmHg [29]. Novel©’s sensor demonstrates a superior performance: its linear coefficient is 0.997 and 284 
the measurement error is less than 1mmHg [23]. But capacitive sensors have a greater hysteresis than 285 
resistive sensors. For example, the X-Sensor© hysteresis is 14% [28]. Measurement with capacitive 286 
sensors is repeatable [23-24]. According to the drift test, measured pressure with capacitive sensors 287 
increases with time [21] [26]. Concerning the surface condition, capacitive sensors, X-Sensor© and 288 
Novel©, allow better or worse measurement on soft surfaces depending on the thickness of these surfaces 289 
[28]. No data was found to compare the FSA© sensor with capacitive sensors in terms of reproducibility, 290 
curvature and superposition of two pressure mapping systems. 291 
 292 
Considerations on the use of FSA© pressure mapping system for the clinical study of lumbar belt  293 
Based on these results, it is necessary to take into account some points to develop the experimental 294 
protocol. First, to be accurate, measurement must be done in the same place and preferably by the same 295 
operator and in short time frame. It’s easy to perform measurement in the same place, but it’s more 296 
difficult, in a clinical field, to respect the two other points, because measurements is often done by more 297 
than one experimenter and it’s difficult to find enough subjects in a short time frame. However, these two 298 
parameters have influence on the results with coupled parameters. Secondly, drift result shows the 299 
importance in the choice of the drift calibration period, drift being uncontrolled if the measuring time is 300 
higher. Actually, during calibration, the central value of the calibration interval is measured for a flexible 301 
period. Pressure mapping system was calibrated in this study with a flexible period of 60 seconds, but the 302 
period can be increased to more than 800 seconds to avoid drift. This solution permits to perform 303 
dynamic measurements. Third, improving the curvature test is necessary before beginning the clinical 304 
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study to ensure that the measurement of low pressure will be accurate on curved surfaces. Fourthly, 305 
surface condition having an influence on the results, pressure measurements will be done between lumbar 306 
belts and a tee-shirt of the same composition for all experiments and all subjects. Whatever the surface 307 
condition, pressure measurement remains accurate in term of linearity and hysteresis. Finally, the pressure 308 
mapping systems will be used to never overlap while covering the whole trunk. To overcome the 309 
difficulty of this condition, measures will be taken side by side. All these conditions allow a suitable 310 
measurement of pressure and to compare pressure applied by lumbar belt in term of lumbar belt’s types 311 
and patient’s morphology.  312 
 313 
To conclude, the FSA© sensor performance can be considered as better than other resistive sensors and 314 
demonstrates an identical performance to the capacitive sensor X-Sensor© with lower hysteresis. 315 
Nevertheless, the capacitive sensor Novel demonstrates a better performance than the FSA© sensor, but 316 
has a higher drift effect. FSA© sensors can be a good choice for the future clinical study developed to 317 
measure the static pressure applied by the lumbar belt on the trunk, because this study will be done in the 318 
same place, in a short time frame, with the same operator, with no overlapped mapping system and 319 
between same types of surface. Indeed, the procedure described earlier with FSA© pressure mapping 320 
system still lacks of robustness for a routine clinical practice to evaluate pressure applied by lumbar belts 321 
prescribed to the low back pain patients.  322 
Conclusion 323 
In this study, four FSA© pressure mapping systems were characterized in term of linearity, hysteresis, 324 
repeatability, reproducibility, drift, curvature, surface condition and mapping system superposition. It was 325 
found that these pressure mapping systems are suitable for our application: pressure measurement 326 
between two soft surfaces, lumbar belt and the human trunk. Linearity, accuracy and hysteresis are 327 
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adequate. Measurement is repeatable and suitable on a flat surface. The curvature of the surface 328 
measurement has no significant impact on the measured pressure.  329 
However, it is necessary to take into account some recommendations before performing measurements 330 
with this FSA© sensor. To compare the results of different experiments, measurement must be performed 331 
in the same place, over a short timeframe, with the same operator. Calibration must be adapted to prevent 332 
sensor drift. The measurements shall concern the same type of surface. Moreover, it is important to avoid 333 
overlap of pressure mapping systems.  334 
Further study is needed to evaluate the performance of the sensor on a curved surface when applied 335 
pressure is lower than 50mmHg and also how the sensor behaves when temperature and humidity change.  336 
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Table 1. Design of experiments to test the reproducibility of time, place and operators 452 
Experiments 
Time 
-1: t0 
+1: t0 + 2 months 
Operators 
-1: operator A 
+1: operator B 
Location 
-1: place A 
+1: place B 
Weight 
-1: 53mmHg 
+1: 79mmHg 
1 -1 -1 -1 -1 
2 +1 -1 -1 -1 
3 -1 +1 -1 -1 
4 +1 +1 -1 -1 
5 -1 -1 +1 -1 
6 +1 -1 +1 -1 
7 -1 +1 +1 -1 
8 +1 +1 +1 -1 
9 -1 -1 -1 +1 
10 +1 -1 -1 +1 
11 -1 +1 -1 +1 
12 +1 +1 -1 +1 
13 -1 -1 +1 +1 
14 +1 -1 +1 +1 
15 -1 +1 +1 +1 
16 +1 +1 +1 +1 
 453 
454 
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Table 2. Results of linearity: linear regression coefficient and p-value of the Student’s t-test on slope=0 455 
Mapping  
system 
Sensor 
A B C D 
1 
R² = 0.978 
p = 4.7e-6 
R² = 0.962 
p = 8.8e-6 
R² = 0.982 
p = 2.6e-8 
R² = 0.967 
p = 2.1e-5 
2 
R² = 0.961 
p = 8.1e-5 
R² = 0.954 
p = 1.0e-4 
R² = 0.936 
p = 2.3e-4 
R² = 0.967 
p = 2.5e-5 
3 
R² = 0.972 
p = 4.3e-7 
R² = 0.951 
p = 3.9e-5 
R² = 0.964 
p = 3.5e-7 
R² = 0.862 
p = 9.0e-4 
456 
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Table 3. Results of linearity: Dispersion and standard deviation for sensors with the best and the worst 457 
linearity. 458 
Sensors Applied pressure (mmHg) Dispersion (mmHg) Standard deviation 
With the best linearity: 
sensor 1, mapping 
system C 
6.4 0 0 
13 1.74 0.641 
26 3.32 2.35 
39 2.97 1.54 
53 3.99 1.97 
79 9.05 3.22 
96 15.6 6.30 
With the worst linearity: 
sensor 3, mapping 
system C 
6.4 0 0 
13 0.103 0.0201 
26 0.120 0.0320 
39 1.01 0.376 
53 1.74 0.775 
79 4.35 1.97 
96 5.52 3.08 
 459 
460 
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Table 4: Results of hysteresis: test in only one sensor per mapping system 461 
Mapping 
system 
A B 
Sensor 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Hysteresis 
Eh (%) 
15.2 16.9 7.63 4.58 11.9 7.84 16.1 10.1 3.51 6.38 11.7 0.228 18.3 15.7 27.9 9.20 
Mapping 
system 
C D 
Sensor 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Hysteresis 
Eh (%) 
3.99 4.53 7.13 2.80 5.26 3.15 9.93 2.70 6.52 3.15 3.66 3.63 2.27 3.99 10.5 7.20 
 462 
463 
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Table 5. Results of hysteresis: test in all sensors per mapping system 464 
Mapping system A B C D 
Hysteresis Eh (%) 9.41 7.87 7.58 6.29 
  465 
466 
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Table 6. Results of the design of experiments for reproducibility. t: time, o: operators, l: location, w: 467 
weight 468 
Polynomial coefficient Value Probability 
β0 
67.76 0 
βt 
0.28 0.70 
βo 
1.47 0.054 
βl 
2.08 0.0080 
βw 
19.19 0 
βto 
1.94 0.0013 
βtl 
-3.84 0 
βtw 
-0.17 0.82 
βol 
0.66 0.38 
βow 
1.24 0.10 
βtw 
-0.73 0.33 
  469 
470 
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Table 7. Results of surface condition: p_value of the statistical test to determine the statistically 471 
significant differences between measured pressure with and without fabric between the pressure mapping 472 
system and the table. 473 
Fabric 1 2 3 4 5 
 
2.97e-21 3.36e-18 3.77e-47 2.48e-31 8.17e-57 
474 
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Table 8. Results of surface condition: linear regression coefficient for the second and third surface 475 
condition tests 476 
Sensors 1 2 5 7 
Second surface 
condition test 0.97 0.95 0.97 0.99 
Third surface 
condition test 0.92 0.93 0.98 0.95 
477 
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Table 9. Results of mapping system superposition: p_value of the statistical test to determine the 478 
statistically significant differences between mapping system “from above” and “from the bottom” 479 
Sensors 1 2 3 
Between mapping 
system A: “from above” 
and mapping system B: 
“from the bottom” 
0.010 0.43 0.038 
Between mapping 
system C: “from above” 
and mapping system D: 
“from the bottom” 
0.0041 0.015 0.0058 
 480 
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Table 10. Results of mapping system superposition: absolute differences between measured pressures 481 
with or without superposition for each pressure mapping system in mmHg 482 
Mapping system A B C D 
Sensor 1 10.3 14.6 3.94 4.16 
Sensor 2 14.0 12.5 2.97 2.48 
Sensor 3 9.32 23.0 9.64 2.75 
 483 
  484 
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Table 11. Comparison between the studied pressure mapping system and other commercial systems based 485 
on literature survey: resistive pressure mapping systems. 486 
Mapping 
system 
FSA 
Tekscan’s 
Flexiforce 
Tekscan’s F-
Socket 
Tekscan’s 
F-Scan 
Rincoe Lück 
reference - [22] [25] [21] [25] [29] 
Measurement 
error 
12.6 % 
[5.62%, 
26.3%] 
8.5±7.2% 247% 24.7±19.02% -33% 
Hysteresis 
[6.29%, 
9.41%] 
5.4±2.5% 41.9±15% - 15.1±8% - 
487 
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Figure 1. FSA Pressure mapping system 488 
489 
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Figure 2. Experimental device for the second hysteresis test: (a) All elements of the experimental device, 490 
(b) Device in used, with one pressure mapping system inside 491 
492 
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Figure 3. Experimental device for curvature test 493 
494 
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Figure 4. Results of linearity: measured pressure depending on applied pressure for the sensor 1 of the 495 
pressure mapping system C 496 
497 
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Figure 5: Results of the second hysteresis test (test in all sensors of a pressure mapping system): mean 498 
measured pressure depending on applied pressure for mapping system A 499 
500 
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Figure 6. Results of drift: (a) drift for 26mmHg applied pressure for mapping system A in the sensor 1, 501 
(b) drift for 40mmHg applied pressure for mapping system C in the sensor 1, (c) drift for 26mmHg 502 
applied pressure for mapping system D in the sensor 3 503 
504 
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Figure 7. Results of curvature: normalized measured pressure depending on applied pressure and radius of 505 
cylinders Rc for mapping system A 506 
 507 
